PUBLIC NOTICE

The public is hereby informed that the Bureau of Public Service System (BPSS) of the Government of Palau will be soliciting and accepting sealed bids/proposals from interested businesses, qualified individuals, agencies, or institutions to assist the Ministry of Health in procuring network connectivity.

This will be a competitive negotiated contract. The services requested will be funded by local and grant funding. The specifications along with the evaluation criteria and all other requirements are being prepared and shall be made available on February 26, 2019. The solicitation and bidding periods shall continue for more than 30 days or for a minimum of 15 days as determined by the Procurement Officer. The specifications will also be made available on the BPSS Website: http://palaugov.pw/bpss. Interested vendors may obtain copies of specifications by contacting Bureau of Public Service System.

REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL NO. : PCS-2019-009
PUBLIC NOTICE : February 11 – 25, 2019
BIDDING PERIOD : February 26 – March 26, 2019
BID OPENING : March 27, 2019

Proposals or offers may be submitted to BPSS’ Satellite Office (next to the National Treasury) at the Finance Building in Koror. For more information regarding this notice, please contact BPSS at telephone #: (680) 488-4776 or (680) 767-2415 or by email to bpss@palaugov.org.

The Procurement Officer reserves the right to extend the opening date and also reserves the right to cancel or modify this notice when necessary.